Week 1: English Task
You all remember the movie ‘Up!’ Cast your
mind to the movie...remind yourself of the
unique friendship between Carl and Russell.

Over the week, your task is to write the
next new adventure of Carl! We would like
you to imagine that it has been 5 years since
Carl’s first adventure with Russell (the boy).
Russell now is about to start secondary
school and his family have decided to move
homes. To mark the occasion they both
decide to go on a final adventure!
Your story should include lots of description of the setting and main characters. It
should also contain interesting dialogue between the characters using inverted commas.
Title: Carls and Russell go off to ……………………………
Monday: Plan your story… Does Carl and Russell visit Ancient Egypt, New York, Dinosaur
era or Space? You decide. Then write the opening, paragraph 1:
Introduce Carl and his friend Russell (the boy). Russell and Carl are good friends but
now that Russell is moving homes they are both quite upset. They decide to go on their
final adventure together. Describe the main characters and include feelings towards
the new adventure they are about to set off.
Tuesday: Write the build-up, paragraph 2: Describe the setting. Where are they? How
did they get there? Use your 5 senses! Remember this is an adventure so make it
exciting and vibrant!
Wednesday: Write the problem, paragraph 3: What happens? What is the problem?
Does Russell refuse to go home again? Or does the village that they are visiting need
their help? Use inverted commas when characters are talking to each other.
Thursday: Write the resolution, paragraph 4: How do they resolve their problem? How
do they head back home? Does Carl convince Russell that secondary school and moving
homes will be ok?
Friday: Write ending, paragraph 5: Saying goodbye to Russell...What advice does Carl
give Russell on his new adventure to secondary school?
Edit and improve your writing.Then ‘turn your work in’ via Google classroom.

